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The third edition of this innovative work again provides a unique perspective on the clinical

discovery process by providing input from experts within the NIH on the principles and practice of

clinical research. Molecular medicine, genomics, and proteomics have opened vast opportunities for

translation of basic science observations to the bedside through clinical research. As an introductory

reference it gives clinical investigators in all fields an awareness of the tools required to ensure

research protocols are well designed and comply with the rigorous regulatory requirements

necessary to maximize the safety of research subjects. Complete with sections on the history of

clinical research and ethics, copious figures and charts, and sample documents it serves as an

excellent companion text for any course on clinical research and as a must-have reference for

seasoned researchers.Incorporates new chapters on Managing Conflicts of Interest in Human

Subjects Research, Clinical Research from the Patient's Perspective, The Clinical Researcher and

the Media, Data Management in Clinical Research, Evaluation of a Protocol Budget, Clinical

Research from the Industry Perspective, and Genetics in Clinical ResearchAddresses the vast

opportunities for translation of basic science observations to the bedside through clinical

researchDelves into data management and addresses how to collect data and use it for

discoveryContains valuable, up-to-date information on how to obtain funding from the federal

government
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PRAISE FOR THE FIRST EDITION: "...much needed and provides essentially all of the basic

information required by investigators involved in clinical research. ...an important resource for

institutional libraries..."â€•THE NEW ENGLAND JOURNAL OF MEDICINE "...it really is a

step-by-step DIY book for the uninitiated proposal writer. Full of practical advice, top tips and the

ever-useful 'Supplemental reading' section, it even has a sample face sheet and a study design 'tick

list'."--IMMUNOLOGY NEWS "Principles and Practice of Clinical Research, 3rd Edition is 80%

larger than the second edition.Â  Most of the authors are with the National Institutes of Health, but

the material is largely applicable to both government- and industry-funded researchâ€¦This book has

been selected for The First Clinical Research Bookshelf, essential reading for clinical research

professionals."--Journal of Clinical Research Best Practices, May 2013

The expanded third edition is not a true improvement on the second edition. This text was written for

an NIH course on clinical research, so the average reader will find many of the chapters either too

specific or too narrowly focused on NIH policies. The overall content is strong, but you may be

better served by purchasing a used copy of the second edition at a much lower price.

This book has all the information in it that I need and that was advertised. I ordered it for an

NIH-sponsored course in Clinical Research and it's been a great resource. It's quite a thick tome but

reads well and is easy to understand.

The book is missing the last 20 pages. It should have 796 but it ends at 776. This means that the

index is missing and who knows what else. Which is very helpful in a Graduate course

Made me who I am today

This was a required book for one of my classes. But it is an excellent source of facts & tips. I still

have yet to read much of the book, but I will definately be keeping this one as a reference for many

years.

I read an assortment of the chapters for a course I took. The chapters are written by experts in the

field and are very comprehensive, although most of the chapters are by their nature covering dry

subject matter that probably could not be made interesting. I have no complaint about the general

quality of the text.There are two things that I feel a prospective buyer of this book should know.First,



it is absolutely an "establishment" perspective on clinical research; the chapters on the FDA are

written by FDA officials; most other authors are employed by the NIH. There's nothing wrong with a

book having such a perspective but the readers should be aware of it and recognize that the text

does not question the place of such institutions at the center of the research establishment, and

repeatedly drives home the reality that any clinical researcher in the USA will have to adapt to their

demands.Second, and more serious for international readers, this text is absolutely centered on

clinical research IN THE USA. Again, there is nothing wrong with a textbook for US researchers

having this perspective, especially given the importance of the US role in clinical research, but the

US focus is so completely pervasive that I think in future editions the title of the textbook should be

changed to reflect its narrow geographical focus so to avoid misleading readers.

Very good for research, was shocked at how large it was. Had too much information, but at the end

of the day there is so much in-depth knowledge if you can take the extra time to read

Excellent book, basic to Clinical Research
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